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Abstract In this paper, we study inductive inference of a subclass of Prolog 
programs from positive examples. The subclass, called linearly covering 
programs,  allows shared variables occurring only in the bodies of a 
clause, which are excluded in the class of linear Prologs already known to 
be inferable from positive data. In a linearly covering programs, any 
data passing between subgoals preserves the total size of data contents 
from a data-dependency constraint. Using Shinohara's work on the 
inferability of concept defining framework, we prove that for every fixed 
k,m > 0, if the length of subgoals in a clause is bounded by a k, the class of 
linearly covering programs containing a t  most m definite clauses is  
inferable from positive data, without any oracle for auxiliary predicates. 
The result gives a partial answer to the theoretical term problem in model 
inference. Furthermore, we show that the restriction on the length of 
bodies is necessary for the inferability. 

1. Introduction 

In this paper, we study the inductive inferability of a class of Prolog programs. The 

problem considered in this paper is to identify an unknown Prolog program from the 

examples of the least Herbrand model of the unknown program. The problem is called 

inductive inference of Prolog programs or model inference. In particular, this paper 

deals with the problem of inductive inference of Prolog programs from positive data, 

where examples are given as an infinite sequence of positive examples, that is, ground 

atoms which is true in the least Herbrand model of the unknown program. 

Since the study of Model Inference System (MIS, for short) by Shapiro [Sha82], 

inductive inference of Prolog programs has been considered as  a framework to unify 

concept learning and automated program synthesis. In these practical applications we 

want to apply inductive learning mechanism, negative examples are often hard to 

obtain. Therefore, i t  is natural requirement that inference mechanism works only 

from positive data. 



On the other hand, there is a difficulty, called theoretical term generation problem, in 

inference of Prolog programs from examples [Ban88, Ish90, Mug9Ol. Assume that we 

infer a Prolog program that defines reversal of a list from an infinite sequence 

rev([];[]), rev([a,bl;[b;al), rev([a,b,cl;Cc,b,al), . . . 
of atoms that is true in the intended meaning of the predicate rev( , ). The difficulty is 

that to infer a whole program, 

rev([]; [I). 
rev([A I B]; D) +- 

rev(B; C), 
append(C, [A]; Dl. 

where the semicolon ";" is used to separate input and output arguments of a predicate, 

we have to discover an auxiliary predicate append( , , ) and reconstruct the meaning of 

append( , , ) from examples of rev( , ). The problem is closely related to the inferability 

from positive data. 

For the reasons described above, studies of inference from positive data is 

important from practical point of view. In the early stage of studies on inductive 

inference from positive data, Gold [Go1671 showed that even the class of regular 

languages, which is a very simple class of languages, is not inferable from positive 

data. This indicates that the whole class of Prolog programs is not inferable from 

positive data. Shinohara [Shigl] showed that the class of linear Prolog, which was 

introduced by Shapiro for his MIS, is inferable from positive data when the number of 

clauses in a program is bounded. The result also says that programs in the class are 

inferable from positive examples only of a target predicate. I t  gives a partial answer 

to the theoretical term generation problem. 

However, linear programs are too restricted for practical applications in 

automated program synthesis. Linear programs have a restriction on their syntax of 

clauses, called variable-boundedness, that any variable occurring in the body of a 

clause must occurs in the head. Because of the syntactic restriction, linear programs 

do not allow the use of shared variables to pass intermediate data computed by a 

subgoal on other subgoals. 

In this paper, we propose another subclass of Prolog programs, called linearly 

covering programs, which allows shared variables occurring only in the bodies of a 

clause. In the class, predicates are augmented with a declaration that indicates input 

and output mode. 

First, in Section 2, we give basic definitions on logic programming, inductive 

inference and other concepts and notations that  are used in later sections. We 

introduce Shinohara's concept defining frameworks [Shigl] that we use to prove the 

main result. Next. in Section 3. we define the class of linearlv covering- Droprams 



through a data-dependency constraint on input and output arguments as  any data 

passing between subgoals in a clause does not increase the total size of data contents. 

From the constraint, programs P in the class have a number of good properties. 

The problem of deciding whether a program P is in the class is  polynomial time 

decidable. Any succeeded SLD-derivation from a goal with ground input arguments 

returns ground output arguments. Further, the size of output is a t  most that of input. 

There is an effective decision for the membership of a ground atom in the least 

Herbrand model M(P). In Section 3 and the next Section 4, we prove these good 

properties for the class. 

Then, in Section 4, we show that if the maximum length of subgoals in a clause is 

bounded by a fixed constant rlz > 0, the class is inferable from positive examples of a 

target predicate. Furthermore, we show that the restriction on the length of bodies is 

necessary for the inferability. Finally, we summarize the results in Section 5. 

2. Preliminaries 

First, we introduce our language for logic programs and their semantics. Definitions 

and terminology that are not given here may be found in Lloyd [Llo8'7]. 

The alphabet of a first order language is a triple L = (17, z ,  X) ,  where H ,  z a n d  

X are disjoint sets and n a n d  z are finite. We call elements of n, z ,  X predicate 

symbols, function symbols, variables, respectively. Each symbols in H a n d  Z: is 

associated with a nonnegative integer called an arity. 

A term is a variable, a function symbol of arity 0, or an expression of the form 

f (t, ,..., t,), where f is a function symbol of arity n>O and t ,,..., t ,  are terms. We 

denote sequences of terms by bold face letters s , t , u ,  t,, t2 ,. .. . 

In practical applications of logic programs, predicate symbols are often augmented 

with a mode declaration. For example, a mode declaration append(+,+,-) means that 

the first and the second argument of a predicate append are used as input and the third 

argument is used as output. For simplicity, we assume that all input arguments are 

preceding output arguments, and we write an atom with a mode declaration using a 

semicolon ";" as  a punctuation symbol between input and output arguments. 

Definition. An atom is an expression of the form p(sl ,. . . , s, ; t, ,. . . ,t, ) or p ( s  ; t ) , where 

sequences of terms s=s, ,  ..., s, and t= t , ,  ..., t, are called the input and the output 

arguments, respectively. 

A goal is a clause of the form +A, ,. .. ,4 and a definite clause is a clause of the 

form A+ A, ,. .. ,4 (n>  0) , where n is called the body-length. A program is a finite set 



P of definite clauses. We denote by G, + G, the concatenation of goals G, and G,. Note 

that we do not distinguish two goals with different order of atoms. 

Let L be an alphabet of first order language and P be a program. Then, we denote by 

B(L) the Herbrand base, the set of all the atoms on L, by M(P) the least Herbrand 

model of P ,  and by M(p, P) the meaning of an n-ary predicate p defined by P, 

M(p, P) = ( p(tl, . . . ,tn) I p(tl,...,tn) (E M(P) ) *  

SLD-resolution gives the procedural semantics of logic programs [Llo87]. 

Theorem 2.1. ([Llo87]) For an atom a ,  a E M(P) iff there is a SLD-refutation from t. a .  

Next, we define the multiset inclusion c and a mapping [a] from terms to multisets 

of symbols. Using a data-dependency based on the preorder induced by them, we 

introduce a subclass of logic programs in the next section. 

Multisets are corrections of objects in which an object can occur more than once. We 

denote multisets by lower case bold face letters x,y,x,,x,, ... . For an object x and a 

multiset x, we denote by Oc(x,x) the number of occurrences of x in x .  For example, if 

x =  {x,x,x, y) , then Oc(x,x)= 3, Oc(y,x)= 1 and Oc(z,x)=O. We define the inclusion 

a s  x ~ y  if Oc(x,x)-Oc(x,y)>O for any object x, the sum x + y  as  the multiset for 

which Oc(x,x+y)=Oc(x,x)+Oc(x,y). The size 1x1 of a multiset x is the number of total 

occurrences of objects in x .  For ordinary sets, relations E ,  C: and operations u, n are 

defined by usual manner. 

The size It l of a term t is the total number of occurrences of variables and function 

symbols in t . For a sequence t = tl, . . . , tn of terms, 1 t I =  ltll+ . - -  +It, 1. We assume a 

special symbol 1 that is not contained in X .  Let X be the class of all the multisets 

consisting of elements of X u  (I) . 

Definition. A multiset [t] of symbols associated with a term t is defined a s  follows: 

(1) if t is a variable x, [ t  I=  ( x )  , and 

(2) if t=f( t l ,  ..., t,) with f E X ,  [ t l = ~ ~ l + [ t l l +  +[t,I. 

(3) For a sequence t = tl ,... , tn of terms, [ t 1 = [tll + + [tn I. 

Example. For terms s = f (x, y )  , t = f (a, b) and u = [ a , ~ ]  =. (a, .  (x, [I)), the corresponding 

multisets are [sl = {I, x, y) , [tl = 1) and [ul= 1, x, I , ) ,  respectively. 

For sequences of terms, the preorder induced by the inclusion over X generalizes one 

based on size of terms, which is used to characterize linear Prologs in [Shigl]. 

Lemma 2.2. Let s and t be sequences of terms. Then, 

(1) [IsI]c[ItI], iff 



(2) I s l ~ l  tl and Oc(x, s) Oc(x, t) for every variable x, where Oc(x, u) is the number 

of occurrences of x in u. 

Finally, we formalize learning of Prolog programs a s  identification of formal 

languages from positive data in the limit. We give a brief review of basic definitions 

and results on inductive inference according to [Ang79, Shi911. 

Let U and E be sets, whose elements are called objects and expressions,  

respectively. A concept is a subset R r U. A formal system is a finite subset r E. A 

semantic mapping is a mapping M from formal systems to concepts. When M(G) = R, 

we say a formal system G defines a concept R. 

Definit ion. A concept defining framework is a triple (U, E ,  F) of a universe U of 

objects, a universe E of expressions, and a semantic mapping F. 

In the case of inference of Prolog programs, for example, U is the Herbrand base 

B(L) of a first order language L, E is a class of definite clauses and F(G) is the least 

Herbrand model M(G) of a program r c E. From now on, we fix a concept defining 

framework (U, E ,  F) . 

Definition. Let T I ,  r2 , . . . be a recursive enumeration of all the formal systems. Then, 

a class C = (@(TI), @(r2) ,  . . . ,) of concepts is said to be an indexed family of recursive 

concepts if there is an algorithm that, given an object w E Uand a formal system 

r c E ,  decides whether w E @(T). 

Definition. A positive presentation s of a concept R is an infinite sequence w, , w2,. . . of 

objects such that {w, ; n 2 l) = R . 

An inference machine is an effective procedure M that  requests a string and 

produces a conjecture a t  a time. Given a positive presentation 0 = w1,w2,. .. , M 

generates an infinite sequence g,,g,,. . . of conjectures as follows: i t  starts with the 

empty sample So = 0. When M makes the n-th request (n > 0), an object w, is added to 

the sample. Then, M reads the current sample S, = {w,, . . . , w,) and adds a conjecture 

g, to the end of the sequence of conjectures; any conjectureg, must be a formal 

system. 

Definition. A class of concepts C is said to be identifiable in the limit from positive 

d a t a  if there is an inference machine M such that for any R E  Cand any positive 

presentation s of R ,  there is some g such that for all sufficiently large n ,  the n- th  

conjecture g, is identical to g and @(g) = R . 



Hereafter, we simply say inferable from positive data instead of identifiable in the 

lirnit from positive data. The first result on inductive inference from positive data, 

which was obtained by Gold [Go1671 in 1967, is negative one. The following is a 

modified version of the result. 

Theo rem 2.3. ( [Go1671 ) If a class of concepts C is superfinite, that is, C contains 

infinitely many finite concepts 

R, cR, c...cR, c... (n>0)  

and a t  least one infinite concept R, that contains all of them, then C is not identifiable 

from positive data. 

From Gold's theorem, we can see that even the class of regular languages is not 

inferable from positive data. The result made most of researchers in the area 

disappointed. The first result that indicated the possibility of inductive inference form 

positive data was given by Angluin [Ang791. Angluin characterized a class that is 

inferable from positive data and presented a number of classes inferable from positive 

data.  

Shinohara [Shigl] showed the following theorem by extending a characterization 

shown by Angluin. A semantic mapping (I? is monotonic if T c T'  implies @(T) c 
@(T'). A formal system G is reduced with respect to S c U if S c @(T) but S j& (I?(Tt) 

for any proper subset G '  of G . 

Definition. A concept defining framework (U, E ,  F) has bounded finite thickness if it 

is monotonic and the set 

( M(G) I # r  5 m and G is reduced wit respect to S ) 
consists of finitely many concepts for any finite set S c U and any m > 0. 

Theorem 2.4. ( [Shigl] ) Let a concept defining framework (U, E, I?) has bounded finite 

thickness. Then, the class Cm = ( M(G) I I? c E and #I? < m ) is inferable from 

positive data for every m > 0. 

3. Linearly Covering Programs 

In this section, we introduce a class of logic programs, called linearly covering 

programs a s  a target class of inference. An argument goal is a triple B = (G, x, y) , 

where G is a goal and x, y E X .  

Definition. A block is an augmented goal B=(G,x, y) defined recursively as  follows. 

(3.1) For the empty goal 0 and x 2 y ,  B= (0 ,x ,y)  is a block called an empty block. 

(3.2) For an atom p(s; t ) ,  B= ({p(s; t ) ) ,  [sl,[tl) is a block called an atomic block. 



(3.3) If (Gl,xl,yl) and (G2,x2,y2) are blocks, then B=(G1+G2,xl+x2,y1+y2) is a 

block called a parallel block. 

(3.4) If (GI, x, y) and (G2, y,  Z) are blocks, then B = (GI + G2, X, Z) is a block called a 

series block. 

Intuitively, we can think of a block B=(G,x,y) as  a network of pipes along which 

fluid can flow, x as the source and y as the sink of the network. We can construct a 

larger network by combining two network modules in parallel or in series. 

Definition. A definite clause C = p(s; t )  t G is linearly covering if (G,[s],[t]) is a 

block, and a program is linearly covering if its definite clauses are all l inearly  

covering. 

Example 3.1. Clauses defined as 

reverse([A I Bl ; D) t 
reverse(A; C), 
add-last(C, A; D). 

merge-sort(A; F) t 
split(A; B, C), 
merge-sort(B ; D), 
merge-sort(C; E), 
merge(D, E; F). 

are linearly covering. In the clause that defines reverse, the variable C occurs only in 

bodies of the clause. 

We can efficiently decide from syntax whether a program is linearly covering. 

Theorem 3.1. ([Ari93]) There is a polynomial time algorithm that, given a program P ,  

decides whether P is linearly covering. 

Lemma 3.2. Let B = (G,x,y) be a block and G' be a resolvent of G and a linearly 

covering clause C by the mgu 8 .  Then, B'= (G' ,x8,y8) is a block. 

Proof. The result is proved by induction on constructions of blocks. n 

Lemma 3.3. Let P be a linearly covering program and B = (G, x, y) be a block. If there 

is a refutation from G with the answer 8 ,  then x8  23 y8  and x8  23 [sl8 r> [t]8 for each 

atom p(s ; t) E G 

Proof. Assume that there is a refutation from G with the answer 8 .  Then, repeated 

applications of Lemma 3.2 immediately show that x8  23 ye .  Let p(s ; t) be an atom in 

G. Then, we can construct a refutation with the answer 8' for G' from the refutation for 



G, where G' is a subgoal of G such that (1) p(s ; t) E G', and (2) (Gf , x, [s]) and 

(GI, x, [t]) are blocks. Thus, the result is proved by using the preceding result . n 

Defini t ion.  A program P has ground input and output ( for short, of ground I/O ) 

property if for any goal G = t p(s ; t) such that the input arguments s is ground, if 

there is a SLD-refutation from G,  then the answer substitution 0 makes the output 

arguments t 0  ground. 

Theorem 3.4. A linearly covering program has ground I/O property. 

f. Let G = t p(s ; t) be a goal, where s is ground. Thus, [s]8 is of the form {I,. . . ,I) .  

If there is a SLD-refutation from G with the answer 0 ,  then [s]0 =, Et18 by Lemma 3.3. 

Therefore, [t]0 is also of the form {I,. . ., 1) and is ground. n 

4. Main result 

In this section, we show the inferability of the class of linearly covering programs 

containing a t  most m definite clauses of body-length a t  most k for every k,m > 0. 

Furthermore, we show that the restriction on the length of bodies is necessary for the 

inferability. 

T h e o r e m  4.1. ([Ari93]) For the class of linearly covering programs, there is a 

recursive function f from ground goals and programs to positive integers for which for 

any ground atom a E B(P) and any program P in the class, 

(1) a E M(P), iff 

(2) there is a SLD-refutation from c a of length at  most f (a, P). 

L e m m a  4.2. Let r 1 , r 2 ,  ... be any recursive enumeration of linearly covering 

programs with a t  most k bodies. Then, the class C = {M(r,) ,  M ( r 2 ) ,  . . . ) of concepts is 

an indexed family of recursive concepts. 

Proof. By Theorem 4.1, the least Herbrand model M(P) is recursive for any linearly 

covering programs P .  Thus, from Theorem 3.1, a recursive function can enumerate 

all the linearly covering programs on a given first order language. n 

Definition. Let P be a program. A supporting clause for P is a ground instance C = 

a t a,,. . . ,am (m 2 0)  of a clause in P for which (a,,. ..,a,) c M(P). 

Lemma 4.3. Let P be a linearly covering program. Then, for any supporting clause 

a t b,,. . .,b, for P,  the following (1) and (2) hold. 

(1) lal l l>lbi  111 for any l < i < m .  

(2) l a l l l 21a lOl  and ~bi/11>1bil01 for any l < i < r n .  
----A! n - - r  ------ O O  



Now, we consider a concept defining framework (U, E,@) defined a s  U = BL, E is 

the set of all linearly covering clauses of body-length a t  most k, and @(T) = M(]T) for a 

fixed k>O. 

Lemma 4.4. Let S cr B(L) be finite and P be a linearly covering program tha t  is 

reduced with respect to S. Then, for any 4 t A,, . . . , 4  (n 2 0) in P and any 0 5 i 5 n ,  

I A , ~  ~ ~ . m a x { l ~ ~ l  ;LUGS}.  

Proof. For every clause C = 4 t A,, . . ., 4, in P ,  if P is reduced with respect to S ,  then 

there is a supporting clause c = a, t a,,. . . ,a, for P such that c is a ground instance of C 

and a, E S. If A is an instance of an atom B,  then IA12I BI. Thus, the result follows 

from Lemma 4.3. n 

Since there are finitely many atoms smaller than a fixed size except renaming of 

variables, we have the following lemma from Lemma 4.4. 

Lemma 4.5. For any finite set S c B(L) and any m > 0, the set 

r is a set of linearly covering clauses of body-length a t  most k, 

# r  5 m, and r is reduced with respect to S 

consists of finitely many Herbrand models. 

Lemma 4.6. Let k > 0, U = BL, E be the set of all linearly covering clauses of body- 

length a t  most k, and @ ( r )  = M ( r ) .  Then, (U,E,@) is a concept defining framework 

that has bounded finite thickness. 

From the lemma and Theorem 2.4, we have the main result of the paper. 

Theorem 4.7. For any k, m > 0 ,  the class of least Herbrand models defined by linearly 

covering programs consisting of a t  most m clauses of body-length a t  most k is 

inferable from positive data. 

Next, we consider the problem of identifying a Prolog program P from positive 

examples of a target predicate p without oracles for other auxiliary predicates. The 

problem is called theoretical term generation problem CBan88, Ish90, MugSol. We deal 

with the problem by modifying a concept defining framework (U, E,@) as U is the set 

of all the ground instances of a target predicate p ,  E is the same as in the original, and 

@ ( r )  = M(p, P). For the modification, Lemma 4.4 is again true. Thus, we can prove 

Lemma 4.6 in a similar manner. Hence, we have the following. 



Theorem 4.8. Let p be a fixed predicate symbol. Then, for any k, m > 0 ,  the class of 

meanings of p defined by linearly covering programs consisting of a t  most m clauses 

of body-length a t  most k is inferable from positive examples of p ,  without providing 

positive examples of any predicates other than p. 

Finally, we show that  the restriction on the body-length of clauses for the target 

class in Theorem 4.7 is necessary even for inference of least Herbrand models. 

Theorem 4.9. Let L be a first order language such that B(L) is infinite, P contains a t  

least two nonzero arity predicates and for one of them, its arity is more than or equal to 

two. Then, for any m 2 4 ,  the class of least Herbrand models defined by linearly 

covering programs consisting of a t  most m clauses can not be inferable from positive 

data. 

Proof. Since B(L)  is infinite, we can assume without loss of generality that P = ( p(-), 

q(-,-) ) and S = {a, f(-,-)). Let Q = (q(x,x),q(f(a,x),x)). Then, we define an infinite 

sequence Po, .  . . , P,,. . . (n 2 0) and the limit P, as 

n 

We write a term f (a, f(a,. . . ,f (a; a). . . )) as an+'. Then, these programs Pn define an 

infinite increasing sequence M(Pn) = ( a'+' ; 0 < i < n ) (n 2 0) of the finite models. On 

the other hand, Pm defines the limit M(Pm) = U,,,M(Pn) of the sequence. Thus, any 

concept class that contains these models is superfinite. Hence, the result immediately 

follows from Theorem 2.3. n 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, we proposed a subclass of Prolog programs, called linearly covering 

programs and showed that if the maximum length of subgoals in a clause is bounded 

by a fixed constant k > 0, the class is inferable from positive examples only of a target 

predicate. Further, we showed that the restriction on the length of bodies is necessary. 

In recent years, a number of inference systems are proposed in the area of 

inductive logic programming concerning to theoretical term generation problem 

[Ban88, Muggo]. From our main result, we know the existence of an effective 

inference algorithm that infers a linearly covering program defining an unknown 

target relation by receiving positive examples of the target relation. Such a inference 

algorithm is an ideal for concept learning and program synthesis in inductive logic 

programming. Therefore, studies on realization of inference algorithm based on this 

work mav be interest in^. 



For practical application, eEciency is important. In [AIS921, the authors studied an 

efficient inference algorithm that infers a small subclass of linear Prologs from 

positive data. The study on efficient algorithms for subclasses of linearly covering 

programs is a future problem. 

Plumer [Plug01 studies the procedural semantics of a slightly wider class of Prolog 

programs than linearly covering programs based on linear predicate inequalities. 
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